




The Price of Progress 
 

t occurred to me, as I was shoveling through the two feet of snow dumped by January’s “winter storm,” that 
there are times when the Victorians might well have had an advantage over us.  Progress can be a wonderful 
thing, but there are times when it works against us—and a winter blizzard is just such a time. 

 Victorians on both sides of the pond were no strangers to snow, but when one thinks of a Victorian winter, 
one tends to conjure up Currier & Ives images of sleighs whisking across frozen roads, skaters whisking across 
frozen ponds, and romantically snow-covered farmhouses.  If you grew up with the “Little House” books, as I did, 
you’re bound to recall Laura’s tales of dashing through the snow behind Almanzo’s team of spirited horses, bells 
a’jingling.  (Of course, they also nearly froze to death during the “long winter,” but that’s another book...) 
 The thing is, Victorians knew how to handle snow.  It was not some unexpected, dreaded, horrendous event 
worthy of histrionic news coverage.  It happened every year.  It was a part of winter.  And while it could certainly 
cause problems, many of the issues that we face today would not, then, have been issues at all. 
 Take, for starters, the issue of losing power.  If our electricity goes out, we lose heat and light.  We huddle 
under blankets for warmth.  If one is lucky enough to have a fireplace (and fuel), there will at least be one room in 
the house that is warm (though people with gas fireplaces that have electric starters are out of luck!).  We cannot 
cook (and if the roads are impassable, we can’t get out or order in), so we end up eating out of tins. 
 For many, however, the boredom is worse than the cold or the tins.  Without power, what shall we do with 
ourselves? We can’t watch television, play games on our computer, listen to music, or even easily read a book.  
We can only talk on our phones as long as the batteries survive, and today, many landlines are dependent on 
electricity.  Adults and children alike feel utterly lost without their customary (and largely electronic) diversions, 
and lengthy articles are written on “things you can do as a family when the power goes out.”  
 A Victorian home would experience no such difficulties.  Heat is provided by a stove or fireplace, or both—
and the house is just as warm and cheerful no matter how much snow is on the ground.  For the same reason, 
cooking proceeds on schedule, without a hitch.  As for “entertainment,” since one’s normal evening tasks or 
diversions are things that can be done by the light of an oil or kerosene lamp, here, too, there is no change.  One 
can read, or knit, or embroidery, or mend, or whittle—in short, whatever one would do on any other evening. 
Perhaps even (gasp) talk to one another! 
 Today, the threat of an impending winter storm sends people scurrying to the stores in what my sister calls 
the “milk and bread run.”  Soon shelves will be stripped bare of both those commodities.  Three days before the 
storm hit here, lines at the local grocery were twelve deep at every cashier. 
 A Victorian  housewife would shake her head in amazement.  Why would anyone need to “stock up” just 
because a storm was coming?  The Victorian pantry would already be “stocked up.”  On a 19th-century American 
farm, much of the work of summer is ensuring that the pantry and root cellar are ready for winter.  As a result, if 
one wished to bake a fresh apple pie in the midst of a blizzard, one probably could! 
 As for the roads, Victorians had no need to wait for the plows before they could go about their daily business.  
Many had sleighs; those who did not generally put runners on their carts or wagons.  Life might not be precisely 
“normal,” but neither did it come to a screeching halt. 
 But perhaps the greatest advantage the Victorians would have had over us, at least over those of us who live 
in areas where snowfalls tend to be sporadic and unpredictable, is in attitude. Where winter-long snows are a fact 
of life, I’m sure that everyone adjusts to it quite well.  (Residents of Maine, for example, have little sympathy for 
the woes of snowbound Marylanders.)  But where it isn’t, we tend to regard it as an aberration, or worse, as 
something that shouldn’t be happening to us.  It interferes with our way of life, with our work and our play.  If the 
power goes out, it makes us cold and hungry.  It takes away our mobility, our flexibility, and our multitude of 
devices. And many of us have developed an attitude that this sort of thing just shouldn’t be allowed... 
 Victorians knew better, and adapted. And while progress is itself the result of adaptation, sometimes 
adaptability is also its cost. Even though most of us don’t have the option of returning to wood stoves and horse-
drawn sleighs, preparation and adaptability are traits any of us can master!  (Now if I only had a good old 
Victorian footman or a groom to shovel all that snow...) 
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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